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Abstract

Non⁃orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) schemes have achieved great attention recently and been considered as a crucial compo⁃
nent for 5G wireless networks since they can efficiently enhance the spectrum efficiency, support massive connections and poten⁃
tially reduce access latency via grant free access. In this paper, we introduce the candidate NOMA solutions in 5G networks, com⁃
paring the principles, key features, application scenarios, transmitters and receivers, etc. In addition, a unified framework of these
multiple access schemes are proposed to improve resource utilization, reduce the cost and support the flexible adaptation of multi⁃
ple access schemes. Further, flexible multiple access schemes in 5G systems are discussed. They can support diverse deployment
scenarios and traffic requirements in 5G. Challenges and future research directions are also highlighted to shed some lights for the
standardization in 5G.
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1 Introduction
orldwide initiatives on the 5th generation (5G)
wireless communication have been extensive⁃
ly carried out, starting with an investigation
on user demands, scenarios, key performance

indicators (KPIs) and enabling technologies. A global consen⁃
sus is first forming that 5G network will be able to sustainably
support 1000 ⁃ fold mobile data traffic growth, improve energy
efficiency (EE) and cost efficiency by over 100 times, provide
fiber link access data rates and“zero”latency user experi⁃
ence, and be capable of connecting 100 billion devices and ca⁃
pable of delivering a consistent experience across a variety of
scenarios including the cases of ultra⁃high traffic volume densi⁃
ty, ultra ⁃ high connection density and ultra ⁃ high mobility [1].
Three typical usage scenarios of 5G are also identified: en⁃
hanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine type com⁃
munication (mMTC) and ultra ⁃ reliable low latency machine
type communication (URLLC), targeting different 5G capabili⁃
ties. Beyond that, the standardization organizations, e.g. 3GPP
has started the new research on 5G, studying the new access
technology to meet a broad range of use cases.

Multiple access schemes, the most fundamental aspect of
the physical layer, to a large extent, are considered as the de⁃
fining technical feature of each wireless communication gener⁃
ation and have continually evolved in each cellular generation

from frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division
multiple access (TDMA) in 1G and 2G to code division multi⁃
ple access (CDMA) in 3G and orthogonal frequency ⁃ division
multiple access/single⁃carrier FDMA (OFDMA/SC⁃FDMA) for
4G. Facing the stringent demands of diverse scenarios in 5G, e.
g., 1000x higher data rates, massive uplink connectivity and
low access latency, the traditional pure orthogonal multiple ac⁃
cess is not a good option. Some alternative non⁃orthogonal mul⁃
tiple access schemes have attracted considerable attention and
been identified as a crucial technology component in 5G since
they can serve multiple users in the same frequency and time
resources via code domain multiplexing and/or power domain
multiplexing to enhance system access performance. The non⁃
orthogonal multiple access schemes are potentially able to sup⁃
port massive connections, improve spectrum efficiency and al⁃
so reduce access latency via the grant free access. Currently,
some potential alternative multiple access schemes are being
actively studied in 3GPP for 5G, including superposition cod⁃
ing based non ⁃ orthogonal multiple access (SPC ⁃NOMA) [2],
multi user shared access (MUSA) [3], sparse code multiple ac⁃
cess (SCMA) [4], pattern division multiple access (PDMA) [5],
resource spread multiple access (RSMA) [6], non ⁃ orthogonal
coded multiple access (NCMA) [7], and interleave⁃grid multi⁃
ple access (IGMA) [8].

In this paper, the principles, advantages and application sce⁃
narios of different multiple access techniques are discussed
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and compared. In addition, we introduce a unified framework
that can merge a wide range of multiple access techniques,
which helps to minimize the hardware functional module.
Based on the unified framework, some initial work on flexible
multiple access schemes is also introduced. Finally, the chal⁃
lenges and future directions are discussed.

2 Candidate Non⁃Orthogonal Multiple
Access Solutions
In this section, we introduce the typical candidate NOMA so⁃

lutions for 5G, which can be basically divided into three cate⁃
gories, i.e., the power domain based, code domain based and
interleaver based. Their principles and key features are dis⁃
cussed. At last, we provide their comparison in terms of appli⁃
cation scenarios, system performance, receivers, etc.
2.1 Power Domain Based Solutions

2.1.1 SPC⁃NOMA
NOMA based on superposition coding utilizes power domain

for user multiplexing and can be applied for both downlink and
uplink. Established by network information theory, non⁃orthog⁃
onal access with successive interference cancellation (SIC)/
dirty paper coding (DPC) can achieve the multiuser capacity
region both in uplink and downlink. NOMA superposes multi⁃
ple users in power ⁃ domain and exploits channel gain differ⁃
ence between the multiplexed users with the aid of advanced
receiver, e.g. the SIC receiver, for user separation. Fig. 1
shows signal transmission and receiving in downlink NOMA
system with two users. Currently the NOMA technique is being
discussed in the 3GPP under the study item of“study on down⁃
link multiuser superposition transmission (MUST)”for release
13 [9]. For the study in 3GPP, the study scope of NOMA is
very limited, e.g. only about downlink transmission, only for
the intra⁃cell usage and only for data channels.

For 5G system, there are more application scenarios of NO⁃
MA technique, such as uplink and control channel, and more
advanced NOMA techniques, such as combination with sophis⁃
ticated multiple⁃input multiple⁃output (MIMO) techniques and

inter ⁃ cell techniques. In [10]- [12], MIMO NOMA schemes
have been studied. Network NOMA which considering the
multi⁃cell scenarios are also studied from EE⁃SE co⁃design per⁃
spective in [13].
2.2 Code Domain Based Solutions

2.2.1 MUSA
MUSA is a non ⁃orthogonal multiple access scheme operat⁃

ing in code domain. Conceptually, each user’s modulated data
symbols are spread firstly by a specially designed sequence
which facilitates robust SIC implementation compared to the
sequences employed by traditional direct⁃sequence CDMA (DS
⁃CDMA ). Then, each user’s spread symbols are transmitted
concurrently on the same radio resource by means of“Shared
Access”, which is essentially a superposition process. Finally,
decoding of each user’s data from superimposed signal can be
performed at the base⁃station side using SIC technology.

The major processing blocks of MUSA transmitter and re⁃
ceiver are illustrated in Fig. 2. Symbols of each user are
spread by a spreading sequence. Multiple spreading sequences
constitute a pool from which each user can randomly pick one.
Note that for the same user, different spreading sequences may
also be used to different symbols. This may further improve the
performance via interference averaging. Then, all spreading
symbols are transmitted over the same time⁃frequency resourc⁃
es. The spreading sequences should have low cross⁃correlation
and can be non⁃binary. At the receiver, codeword level SIC is
used to separate data from different users. The complexity of
codeword level SIC is less of an issue in the uplink as the re⁃
ceiver anyway needs to decode the data for all users. The only
noticeable impact on the receiver implementation would be
that the pipeline of processing may be changed in order to per⁃
form SIC operation.

MUSA relies on a special family of complex spread sequenc⁃
es that can enjoy relatively low cross ⁃ correlation even when
they are very short, say, 8 or even 4. The real and imaginary
parts of the complex spread sequence can be drawn from an M⁃
ary real value set. For example, for a 3⁃value set {⁃1, 0, 1}, ev⁃

SIC: successive interference cancellation
▲Figure 1. Illustration of SPC ⁃NOMA transmission.

▲Figure 2. An example of MUSA with four resources shared
by multiple users [1].
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ery bit of the complex sequence is drawn from the constellation
depicted in Fig. 3 with equal probability.

It should be pointed out that the spread sequences used in
MUSA are different from the spreading codes, in the sense that
MUSA spreading does not have the low density property.
Equipped with the well ⁃ optimized spreading sequence and
state ⁃ of ⁃ the ⁃ art SIC technology, MUSA is capable of decou⁃
pling the multiuser mingled data even if those users are con⁃
tending to access the system. Potentially a large number of de⁃
vices are allowed to transmit data at their will, by randomly
picking spread sequences, spread the data and send them. In
other words, MUSA is suitable for the scenario where the up⁃
link transmissions are not tightly scheduled, and the grants for
transmission are not signaled per user basis, and with a high
overloading. The relaxed UL synchronization requirement for
MUSA allows simple derivation of UL time from a DL synchro⁃
nization process, which can greatly cut down the battery con⁃
sumption. Lastly, the code domain superposition nature of MU⁃
SA can turn the near ⁃ far problem into a near ⁃ far advantage.
The disparity in the received signal to noise ratio (SNR) across
the simultaneously transmitting users can be exploited in MU⁃
SA to facilitate SIC. Tight transmit power control is no longer
needed, which can further lower the device cost and its power
consumption.
2.2.2 SCMA

SCMA is a novel non ⁃ orthogonal multiple access scheme
with sparse codebooks. The main idea of SCMA is to accommo⁃
date more users with limited resources and increase the total
network throughput, without scarifying user experience, which
can be overloaded to enable massive connectivity and support
grant ⁃ free access. There are multiple layers in SCMA, which
can be used for user multiplexing. Each layer has a predefined
codebook, which consists of multiple codewords. The code⁃
words are composed of multi ⁃ dimensional complex symbols,
and the codewords in the same codebook have the same sparse
pattern. For each layer, the coded bits are directly mapped to
codewords, which are selected from layer⁃specific SCMA code⁃
books. The codewords of different layers are overlaid in code
and power domains and carried over shared time⁃frequency re⁃

sources. Typically, the layer multiplexing may become over⁃
loaded if the number of layers is more than the length of the
codewords.
Fig. 4 shows an example of bits to codewords mapping in a

SCMA system. The codebook design of SCMA has been stud⁃
ied in [14]; it has been shown that with multi⁃dimensional con⁃
stellation, shaping and coding gain can be achieved. At the re⁃
ceiver, joint multiuser detection algorithms are needed. Due to
the sparsity of the SCMA codeword structure, message passing
algorithm (MPA) on factory graph with much lower complexity
can be adopted to achieve a suboptimal performance. Some
simplified algorithms are proposed [15]-[19] to further reduce
the detection complexity.

Besides the codebook and the receiver design, some other
challenging issues of SCMA, e.g., the energy efficiency optimi⁃
zation, uplink grant free access, downlink multiuser transmis⁃
sion, and the multi⁃cell transmission based on SCMA have also
been studied. The energy efficiency performance and optimiza⁃
tion of SCMA are investigated in [20] and [21]. In [22] and
[23], uplink contention based grant ⁃ free access based on SC⁃
MA has been proposed for 5G radio access. [24] and [25] focus
on the downlink multiuser SCMA (MU ⁃ SCMA) network. [24]
theoretically derives the capacity for downlink Massive MIMO
MU⁃SCMA systems. In [25], a weighted sum rate based user
pairing and power sharing algorithm are introduced to the MU⁃
SCMA network. It shows that SCMA can significantly increase
the downlink spectral efficiency of 5G wireless cellular net⁃
works. Further, SCMA has also been introduced into multi⁃cell
transmission. SCMA based uplink inter ⁃cell interference can⁃
cellation technique and open loop joint coordinated multiple
point transmission are studied in [26] and [27], respectively.

There are still many challenging issues for SCMA, which
need to be solved in the future work. For example, the layer
multiplexing in SCMA provides new degree⁃of⁃freedom for us⁃
er scheduling. The algorithms for user grouping and power allo⁃
cation need to be optimized. In addition, the combination of
SCMA and MIMO can be further enhanced.
2.2.3 PDMA

PDMA introduces reasonable diversity between multiple us⁃
ers to promote the capacity, which can obtain higher multiuser

◀Figure 3.
The elements of the
complex spreading
sequence [3].

▲Figure 4. Illustration of SCMA codebooks and the process of bit
mapping [1].
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multiplexing and diversity gain. It considers the joint design of
the transmitter and the receiver based on the optimization
point of view for multiuser communication system. At the trans⁃
mitter side, the non⁃orthogonal characteristic pattern is used to
distinguish users based on the multiple signals domain (includ⁃
ing time, frequency and the space domain). At the receiver
side, sub⁃optimal multiuser detection by General SIC based on
the features of the user pattern is utilized.

To alleviate the error propagation problem of the SIC receiv⁃
er, the pattern used in PDMA is generally designed to ensure
unequal transmission diversity for each user. In this way, the
identical diversity order can be achieved after detection. In⁃
spired by the idea of unequal transmission diversity and sparse
coding, an example of pattern and the related resource map⁃
ping has been proposed (Fig. 5).

In the example, a code can also be seen as a pattern, which
is used to define sparse mapping from data to a group of re⁃
sources. The code could be represented by a binary vector.
The dimension of the vector equals to the number of resources
in a group. Each element in the vector corresponds to a re⁃
source in a resource group. A“1”means that data shall be
mapped to the corresponding resource. Actually, the number of
“1”in the code is defined as its transmission diversity order.
A code matrix is constructed by all codes sharing on the same
resource group. Assuming six users multiplexing on four re⁃
source elements (REs). The data for User 1 are mapped to all
the four resources in the group, and the data for User 2 are
mapped to the first three resources, etc. The order of transmis⁃
sion diversity of the six users is 4, 3, 2, 2, 1, and 1, which is ob⁃
viously quite different from the SCMA scheme where all the us⁃
ers bear the same transmission diversity.

Generally, if N is the size of resource group (the row num⁃
ber of code matrix), there are 2N - 1 possible binary vectors
for a code matrix. Assuming K is the column number deter⁃
mined based on overload factor, we can thus choose K pat⁃
terns out from 2N - 1 candidates to construct code matrix. Se⁃
lection of codes also gives impacts on performance and com⁃

plexity.
2.2.4 RSMA

RSMA combines the low rate channel code and the scram⁃
bling code (and optionally different interleavers) with good cor⁃
relation properties to separate different transmitters. In RSMA
system, all users use the same frequency and time resources to
transmit messages to the base station, regardless of the number
of concurrent users. In other words, each user’s transmission
power can be spread over all the available time and frequency
resources.

RSMA can be coupled with various waveforms/modulation
schemes depending on the design target. Generally, it includes
the single carrier RSMA and the multi⁃carrier RSMA. The sin⁃
gle carrier RSMA is optimized for battery power consumption
and link budget extension by using single carrier waveforms. It
allows grant⁃less transmission and potentially allows asynchro⁃
nous access. The grant⁃less transmission using RSMA reduces
the signaling overhead, while the single carrier waveform fur⁃
ther reduces peak⁃to⁃average power ratio (PAPR) and achieves
higher power amplifier efficiency. The pulse shaping block can
further enhance the PAPR (e.g. potentially leading to constant
envelope waveform), reducing out⁃of⁃band emission simultane⁃
ously. The multi⁃carrier RSMA is optimized for low latency ac⁃
cess, where reducing access delay is the design priority. It is
suitable for the scenario where a connected state device is al⁃
ready synchronized to the base station and not link budget lim⁃
ited (e.g., close to the base station). Such a device can use RS⁃
MA with OFDM⁃based multi ⁃ carrier waveform for grant ⁃ less
transmission to reduce overall access delay.
2.2.5 NCMA

NCMA is a multiple access scheme based on the resource
spreading by using non ⁃ orthogonal codewords, which is com⁃
posed of the codewords obtained by Grassmannian line pack⁃
ing problem [28]. To minimize the MUI theoretically, the
spreading codes are designed with the minimum correlation.

The non ⁃ orthogonal codebook is defined by

C = [ ]c1⋯cK =
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ding factor and K is the superposition factor. Then, the code⁃
book design problem can be posed in terms of maximizing the
minimum chordal distance between codeword pairs
min
C
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1 - |(ck)*.c j| where (ck)* is the conjugate cod⁃
eword of ck .

NCMA can provide the additional throughput or improved
connectivity with a small loss of block error rate (BLER) in spe⁃
cific environments, by exploiting additional layers through the
superposed symbol, while satisfying QoS constraints. Since the
receiver of NCMA system is available for parallel interference

(b) resource mapping
RE: resource element

▲Figure 5. Users sharing on four resource elements [5].
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cancellation (PIC), the multiuser detection can be implement⁃
ed with low complexity. In addition, the MUI level between
codeword pairs is always similar due to the correlation charac⁃
teristics mentioned above. Consequently, NCMA provides the
potentials in terms of throughput or connectivity under special
scenarios, e.g., huge connections with small packet in mMTC
scenarios without changing the transmission block size, or for
reducing the collision probability in contention based multiple
access.
2.3 Interleaver Based Solution

IGMA is an interleaver⁃based MA scheme, The typical trans⁃
mitter system structure using IGMA is shown in Fig. 6. Basi⁃
cally, the IGMA scheme distinguishes different users based on

different bit⁃level interleavers, different grid mapping patterns
and different combinations of bit ⁃ level interleaver and grid
mapping pattern.

Compared to the need of well ⁃ designed codewords or code
sequences, the sufficient source of bit⁃level interleavers and/or
grid mapping patterns are able to provide enough scalability
for different connection densities, and also provide flexibility
to achieve good balance between channel coding gain and ben⁃
efit from sparse resource mapping. By proper selection, the low
correlated bit ⁃ level interleavers is achieved. In the grid map⁃
ping process, sparse mapping based on zero padding and sym⁃
bol⁃level interleaving is introduced, which provides another di⁃
mension for user multiplexing. Moreover, the density ρ of the
grid mapping pattern is defined as the occupied RE numbers
Nused dividing the total assigned RE numbers Nall , i.e.
ρ =Nused /Nall . Different densities could be flexibly configured.
It should be noted that the symbol sequence order is random⁃
ized after the grid mapping process due to symbol⁃level inter⁃
leaving, which may further bring benefit in terms of combating
frequency selective fading and inter ⁃ cell interference, com⁃
pared to resource mapping using direct code ⁃ matrices/code⁃
books.

At the receiver side, the low complexity multiuser detector
(MUD) and the elementary signal estimator (ESE) that takes ad⁃
vantage of the special property of interleaving can be utilized
with a simple de ⁃mapping operation on the top. It should be
noted that lower density of the grid mapping pattern further re⁃
duces detection complexity of ESE for IGMA. In addition,
MAP and MPA detectors are also applicable for IGMA, which
can improve the detection performance a lot comparing to ESE

at the cost of complexity. The complexity of MAP/MPA for IG⁃
MA probably can be alleviated when spare grid mapping is
used, due to the similar property of LDS.
Fig. 7 shows an example of the grid mapping process of IG⁃

MA. The sparse symbol⁃to⁃RE mapping is performed based on
an assigned grid mapping pattern. An exemplary operation can
be mathematically formulated as a process by permutation ma⁃
trix αGM . According to the symbol⁃level interleave θk,2 assoc⁃
iated with the grid mapping pattern βk with density
ρk(0 < ρk ≤1) , the corresponding permutation matrix
αGM ∈ℂN × L can be obtained. Thus, the kth user’s symbol s⁃
equence sk after zero padding and interleaving can be denoted
by s'k = sk × αGM =[s'k,1,s'k,2,⋯,s'k,L ] , where L =N/ρk and ρk d⁃
ecides the number of zeros padded.

2.4 Summary of Multiple Access Techniques
The pros and cons of the multiple access tech⁃

niques introduced above are summarized here in
Table 1.

It’s worth mentioning that some of these non⁃or⁃
thogonal schemes, such as SCMA MUSA and PD⁃
MA, can be implemented within a unified frame⁃
work, and each of them corresponds to a different

codebook mapping module. In this way, the air interface can
handover between different multiple access schemes in a flexi⁃
ble way, and all the other modules can be reused. This helps to
improve the resource utilization and reduce the cost. In the fol⁃
lowing section, we will provide a unified framework for the mul⁃
tiple access schemes.

3 Unified Framework of Multiple Access
Schemes
Fig. 8 shows a unified framework of multiple access

RF: Radio Frequency FEC: forward error correction
▲Figure 6. The IGMA transmitter [8].
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schemes. The differences among these multiple access
schemes lie in the different realization of interleaver, constella⁃
tion optimization, factor graph and multiplexing domain. The
detailed explanations are listed in Table 2.

4 Flexible Multiple Access in 5G
The above discussed advanced multiple access schemes as

well as the traditional orthogonal multiple access scheme, e.g.
OFDMA are all identified as potential candidates for 5G.
There is no individual scheme can fulfill the requirements of
all applications and scenarios in 5G system. A flexible adapta⁃
tion of these multiple access schemes is needed to support the
diverse deployment scenarios and traffic requirements. For ex⁃

ample, in the case of massive connections, how to accommo⁃
date more users with limited resources has become a critical
problem for next generation access network. With non⁃orthogo⁃
nal multiple access schemes, e.g., SCMA, MUSA, PDMA and
RSMA, the same resources are shared and reused by multiple
users, thus the number of connections increases. To support
the traffic with low latency requirement, non⁃orthogonal multi⁃
ple access schemes help to realize grant⁃free multiple access,
with which the latency is much lower, and the power consump⁃
tion of the devices can be reduced. In other scenarios, such as
downlink machine type traffic, the simple orthogonal multiple
access schemes are better due to the device cost and imple⁃
mentation complexity. OFDMA can be utilized for the cell⁃cen⁃
ter user with high data rate transmission applications.

SIC: successive interference cancellation

▼Table 1. Summary of multiple access techniques

DL: downlink
eMBB: enhanced mobile broadband
ESE: elementary signal estimator

IGMA: interleave⁃grid multiple access
mMTC: massive machine type communication

MPA: message passing algorithm
MUD: low complexity multiuser detector

MUSA: multi user shared access
NCMA: non⁃orthogonal coded multiple access
PDMA: pattern division multiple access

PIC: parallel interference cancellatio
RSMA: resource spread multiple access
SCMA: sparse code multiple access

SIC: successive interference cancellation

SPC⁃NOMA: superposition coding based
non⁃orthogonal multiple access

UL: uplink
URLLC: ultra⁃reliable low latency machine

type communication
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▲Figure 8. Unified framework of multiple access schemes.
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Besides, the multiple access scheme should also be properly
selected, taking the tradeoff of multiple conflicting objectives
into account, e.g., complexity vs. performance, energy efficien⁃
cy (EE) vs. spectral efficiency (SE) and coverage. In addition,
because the channel conditions and service load may also dy⁃
namically vary, the multiple access schemes and their related
parameters such as the number of codewords, length of code⁃
word, spreading factor, max number of layers, need to be opti⁃
mized based on the instant services and the link conditions. In
the following, we provide two potential adaptive multiple ac⁃
cess schemes in 5G.

In [21], the adaptive multiple access scheme is studied from
EE⁃SE co⁃design perspective, taking the detection complexity
into consideration. The SCMA and OFDMA schemes are taken
as the candidate uplink multiple access schemes in the study.
The problem is formulated to choose the optimal multiple ac⁃
cess scheme and the related parameters simultaneously to max⁃
imize the EE under the total transmit power constraint, the
quality of service (QoS) constraints and other specific require⁃
ments. The considered power consumption includes the trans⁃
mit power consumption, the static circuit power consumption,
and the SCMA decoding power consumption related which is
proportional to the SCMA decoding complexity order O(Mdf ) ,
where M is the constellation size, df = N

K
J , K and N denotes

the codeword length and non⁃zero entries in each codeword in
SCMA, respectively, and J = æ

è
ö
ø

K
N is the maximum number of a⁃

ccess users. Fig. 9 shows the EE performance comparison ofSCMA, OFDMA and the proposed link adaptation schemes
with various cell radiuses. When the cell radius is small, the
SCMA scheme has better EE performance; when the cell radi⁃
us is large, the OFDMA scheme performs better than SCMA

scheme. The reason is that the SCMA can access more users
than OFDMA, and the increment of the number of access users
per resource can improve the system EE when the cell radius
is small since the user transmit power efficiency is large when
the path loss is small. When the cell radius increases, the user
transmit power efficiency decreases and the increment of the
number of access users per resource will decrease the system
EE. The adaptation scheme can obtain the overall good EE per⁃
formance for all the cell radiuses (Fig. 9).

Another example of the adaptive multiple access is between
the spatial NOMA (also known as MIMO NOMA) scheme and
orthogonal the multiuser MIMO (MU ⁃MIMO). Fig. 10 shows

▼Table 2. Configuration methods of different multiple access schemes based on a unified framework

IGMA: interleave⁃grid multiple access
MUSA: multi user shared access
MUST: Downlink Multiuser Superposition Transmission

NCMA: non⁃orthogonal coded multiple access
OMA: orthogonal multiple acce

PDMA: pattern division multiple access
RSMA: resource spread multiple access
SCMA: sparse code multiple access

SPC⁃NOMA: superposition coding based
non⁃orthogonal multiple access

OMA

SPC ⁃NOMA

MUSA (uplink)

SCMA
PDMA
RSMA

NCMA
IGMA

MUST Cat 1 [9]
MUST Cat 2 [9]
MUST Cat 3 [9]

Interleaver
Identity matrix
Identity matrix

Constraint permutation matrix
Permutation matrix
Identity matrix

Identity matrix
Identity matrix

Optional

Identity matrix
Permutation matrix

Constellation mapping
Gray⁃mapped legacy constellation

non⁃Gray⁃mapped superposed constellation
Gray⁃mapped superposed constellation

Gray⁃mapped legacy constellation
Legacy constellation

Joint optimization (multi ⁃dimensional
modulation + Sparse matrix3)

Legacy modulation
Legacy modulation

legacy modulation
legacy modulation

Factor graph
Identity matrix
Identity matrix
Identity matrix
Identity matrix

Matrix composed of low cross⁃correlation
and non⁃binary spreading sequence

Sparse matrix
Sparse matrix with unequal diversity order
Matrix composed of scrambling code with

good correlation properties
Matrix obtained by Grassmannian line

packing problem
Sparse matrix

Resource mapping
(multiplexing domain)

Time/frequency/code/space
Power

Power/bit
Bit
Code

Code/power
Code/power/space

Code

code
code

EE: energy efficiency
OFDMA: orthogonal frequency ⁃division multiple access
SCMA: sparse code multiple access

▲Figure 9. Average EE v.s. Cell Radiuses.
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the concept of the orthogonal MU⁃MIMO and the spatial NO⁃
MA. In spatial NOMA, each two users can be served via one
beam, and the interference between these two users will be
large but can be cancelled via SIC decoding at the stronger us⁃
er. This is unlike the orthogonal MU⁃MIMO precoding (e.g. zero
⁃forcing MU⁃MIMO), in which there is no interference between
users or it is usually small. Owing to this feature, when the
channel has large correlations, spatial NOMA will have signifi⁃
cantly higher throughput over orthogonal MU⁃MIMO since the
MU ⁃ MIMO precoding needs to reduce the interference be⁃
tween users and will suffer large gain loss in that case. In addi⁃
tion, when the user channel gain difference is large, the spatial
NOMA will also have better performance compared to orthogo⁃
nal MU⁃MIMO due to the near ⁃ far effects. While in the high
SNR regimes with low transmit correlation, the orthogonal MU⁃
MIMO is preferred since it can approach the capacity bound of
MIMO broadcast channel in high SNR regimes. Considering
the time varying fading characteristics of MIMO channels and
the random distribution feature of active users, in a multiuser
scenario, the adaptation between orthogonal MU ⁃ MIMO and
spatial NOMA is desired for both the cell average and cell
edge throughput enhancement.

Fig. 11 shows the gain of the adaptation between orthogonal
MU⁃MIMO based on zero⁃forcing scheme and spatial NOMA.
When the transmit antenna correlation or the cell radius grows
large, the spatial NOMA will have better performance than zero⁃
forcing based MU ⁃ MIMO, and the adaptation gain will in⁃
crease. The reason is that the higher transmit antenna correla⁃
tion will lead to the higher probability that the user channels
have high correlation, and the larger cell radium will lead to
the higher probability that the user channels have large gain
difference.

5 Conclusions
All the typical candidate NOMA solutions for 5G have differ⁃

ent strength points and weakness points. None of them can sur⁃
pass other schemes on all aspects. To fully exploit the advan⁃
tages of these candidate technologies and traditional orthogo⁃
nal multiple access solutions, a unified framework and a flexi⁃
ble multiple access schemes are required. Flexible switch
among different NORMA schemes and the orthogonal multiple

access technologies is expected to efficiently enhance the data
rate and accommodate the necessary scalability for massive
IoT connectivity and drastic reduction in access latency, and
then to fully meet the diversified needs of 5G wireless commu⁃
nication systems. Some challenging problems need to be
solved before NOMA schemes are put into use in 5G. In future,
the impact of these candidate schemes on the existing systems,
e.g. the grant free access procedure, reference signal, channel
estimation and network assisted signaling, need to be carefully
designed. What’s more, the performance tradeoff of the code
mapping manners in these schemes and their implementation
complexity may need further evaluated. The adaptive mecha⁃
nisms for part of these candidate schemes are also worth fur⁃
ther study to meet the diversified requirements of 5G.

MU⁃MIMO: multiuser multiple⁃input multiple⁃output
NOMA: non⁃orthogonal multiple access

▲Figure 11. Average cell throughput comparisons of various multiuser
MIMO schemes (32 antenna base station at 6 GHz with four transceiver
chains and four single antenna users)

MU⁃MIMO: multiuser multiple⁃input multiple⁃output
NOMA: non⁃orthogonal multiple access

▲Figure 10. Orthogonal MU⁃MIMO and Spatial NOMA.
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